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Matthew directs his reader's engagement with the genealogy he provides by means of framing materials and the use of internal annotation. The omission of three generations of kings from the genealogical list (1:8) and the confusions involved in identifying Josiah as father of Jechoniah and his brothers (v. 11) can be shown to have a similar annotative role: by careful manipulation of the traditions available to him Matthew is able to use these apparent aberrations not only to achieve his fourteen generations schema, but also to evoke significant elements in the history of the period covered by his genealogy.
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The Matthean genealogy in 1:(1)2-16(17) makes use of a number of techniques to direct the reader's engagement with the offered listing of the ancestors of Jesus. First there are the framing materials provided in vv. 1 and 17 which bring into prominence the identity of Jesus as Christ and the links with David and Abraham, and draw attention to the role of fourteens in the construction of the genealogy. Then there is a series of annotations1 which cumulatively encourage the reading of the genealogy as a compressed narrative of an unfolding history: in brief compass Matthew evokes the glories and tragedies of that story in which the purposes of God unfold; Jesus is located firmly within, but at the climax of, the history of God's dealings with his people. Beyond annotations there is also the breach of pattern in v. 16 through which the difference in the circumstances of Jesus' birth to that of all others in the genealogy are hinted at without being explicated.2

1. See vv. 2, 3, 5, 6, 11, 16.
2. The Matthean genealogy has generated an extensive bibliography. Beyond the commentaries and broader studies see: R. Alter, The World of Biblical Literature (New
The present article is concerned with yet another technique that Matthew makes use of in presenting the genealogy. It occurs twice in the genealogy; one of the occurrences has been successfully explored in the literature and the other, so far as I have been able to discover, has not. The technique involved here is not one which is visible to the casual reader, but is nonetheless an effective means of commu-
nication to readers sufficiently initiated into biblical genealogy. The features of the Matthean account which I have in mind are (1) the placing of Uzziah (Ô¿Î±) immediately after Joram in the generational sequence and (2) the identification of Jechoniah as son of Josiah (along with the mention of Jechoniah's brothers). In the former, three generations of kings have been dropped. In the latter case also there is apparently a mis-sequencing of kings, and brothers attributed to Jechoniah which do not seem to exist in the Old Testament sources. What is Matthew doing in these two cases? Is he confused or misinformed? Are our texts of Matthew defective (in the latter case)? Or is Matthew subtly offering yet another kind of annotation to his genealogy? Since the loss of the three generations of kings has been significantly explored in the literature Matthew's technique in this case will be presented fairly briefly, partly by way of introduction to the investigation of "Jechoniah and his brothers," which will in turn provide the main focus of attention.

What is involved, then, in Matthew's loss of three generations of kings? Matthew's Ωζίας seems to be based on a confusion of Ahaziah (see 2 Kgs 8:25-29; 9:16, 21-29; 2 Chr 22:1-9) and Uzziah—also called Azariah (see 2 Kgs 15:1-32; 2 Chronicles 26). Ahaziah is normally rendered in the LXX as Ὄξζ(ε)ϊας, but in 1 Chr 3:11 the B text has Ὄζείας, and A V and Lucian have Ὄζιας. For Uzziah = Azariah the LXX normally has ᾌζ(ε)ϊας or ᾌζαρίας. In 1 Chr 3:12 the B text has ᾌζαρίας, the A text ᾌζαρίας, and Lucian has Ὄζιας. Is the genealogy here, then, based on a Greek text which in v. 12 had the Lucianic reading? This seems likely. The suggestion is often made that this (near) identity of names led to a visual slip, but it might be better to agree with those who see it as offering a deliberately taken opportunity.

The loss of three generations of kings is necessary to achieve the required fourteen generations from David to the Exile. For a student of the OT accounts of the period of the monarchy, the jump might become almost a moral necessity once it was realized that the loss of the three kings involved would have the effect of (symbolically) implementing in Judah (implicated by the marriage of his daughter to Jehoram) for three generations the curse on the house of Ahab.

1 Kgs 21:21-24 places a curse on the house of Ahab, which is deferred a generation in v. 29. Ahab's daughter Athaliah married Jehoram (2 Kgs 8:18, 26) and their son, Ahaziah, succeeds Jehoram. On the death of Ahaziah, Athaliah assumed the throne herself (2 Kgs 11:3; 2 Chr 22:12), having attempted to wipe out all her son's progeny (2 Kgs 11:1-3). A curse to the third generation (Exod 21:5) would cover Ahaziah, Joash and Amaziah, the missing kings. It might not be fortuitous (at least not in the mind of the genealogist) that only these three kings meet a violent end which is said to be by the will of God (2 Chr 22:7; 24:24; 25:20--admittedly other kings are said to be struck down with illness by the will of God).³

By taking advantage of the near identity of the names "Uzziah" and "Ahaziah" in parts of the Greek Old Testament textual tradition,⁴ Matthew has, by his placing of Uzziah immediately after Joram, been able not only to ensure the symmetry of his fourteen generation pattern (implying the unfolding of the well ordered purposes of God), but also to evoke the curse on the household of Ahab to the third generation which engulfed, as well, these three generations of the kings of Judah.

We turn our attention now to "Jechoniah and his brothers." It seems a simple enough statement, but it becomes difficult once we try to read it intelligently in relation to the text of the OT. For our dis-

³. See Masson, Fils de David, 116-24, for a recent defense of the view that the omission is based in part on the curse.

⁴. Similarity of names also seems to be made productive by Matthew with "Asaph" in v. 7 and possibly with "Amos" in v. 10.
cussion we need first to sketch the biblical information. It will emerge that not only "and his brothers" but also the use of the name "Jechoniah" itself has in an important sense the role of annotation.

1 Chr 3:15 attributes four sons to Josiah: Johanan, Jehoiakim, Zedekiah and Shallum. The first is otherwise unknown. The fourth (Shallum) succeeded Josiah as king (Jer 22:11; 2 Kgs 23:31 [called Jehoahaz in the latter]). The second (Jehoiakim) succeeded Shallum to the throne (2 Kgs 23:34; 2 Chr 36:4 [these indicate that his name had originally been Eliakim]), and was himself succeeded on the throne by his son Jehoiachin (2 Kgs 24:6; 2 Chr 36:8), also known as Coniah (Jer 22:24, 28) and as Jechoniah (1 Chr 3:16-17; Jer 24:1; 27:20; etc.). Finally Jehoiachin is taken off into captivity (but with a continuing significance: 2 Kgs 25:27-30; Jer 52:31-34) and is replaced by his uncle, the third son of Josiah (Zedekiah: 2 Kgs 24:17; 2 Chr 36:10), who was to be the last reigning king of the Davidic line. Matthew seems, then, to have Jechoniah = Jehoiachin = Coniah wrongly located, both in terms of descent and of reign.

What about brothers for Jechoniah? 2 Chr 36:10 has the Zedekiah who became king after him identified as a brother. But this is either an error, or a use of "brother" to mean "kinsman." 1 Chr 3:16 might identify Zedekiah as a brother of Jechoniah, but it is rather more likely that the reference is to the uncle who succeeded him upon the throne. So these texts offer us no help in identifying literal brothers for Matt 1:11.

Is it possible that we should consider a non-literal sense for "brothers" in v. 11? Ἀδέλφοι can certainly take a range of non-literal meanings, most of which, however, can be immediately ruled out in the present context. Only "kin" could be considered, with the emphasis in the context on genealogical descent, and only then if the

---

5. The former of these texts indicates that his name had originally been Matthaniah.

6. This requires the two consecutive statements "Jechoniah his son" and "Zedekiah his son" to be taken in parallel. This takes literally the plural "sons" at the beginning of the verse: "the sons of Jehoiakim," but the parallel statement in v. 10: "sons of Solomon" which is followed by a list of the kings in sequence with "his son" between each, suggests rather that the sense is "the descendants of " in each case (as NRSV, etc., but contrast v. 1).

7. With ναζ in used in the sense of succession to the throne. Cf. 2 Kgs 24:17; 2 Chr 36:10. Another possibility is to take Zedekiah, literally, as son of Jehoiachin.

8. All the non-literal senses for δελφος appeal to some form of intimate link. This is generally a blood link, even if this must be traced back to the primal shared ancestry of the whole human race, or to the shared national ancestry of Israel. When a blood link is not involved the link can be variously the bond of a community of faith, the family connection created by marriage (so: "brother-in-law"), or the link of shared membership of the highest echelons of society (e.g., Herod addressing Pilate). For completeness I mention the use of the plural for "brothers and sisters." For references see BAGD, 15-16.
kin in view were descendants (brothers with descendants could also be included, and even sisters). By virtue of vagueness this proposal would ease the tension with the OT texts, but, without drawing in Zedekiah from less likely readings of 2 Chr 36:10 and/or 1 Chr 3:16 (as mentioned above), we still have no specific kin who could be in view. There does not, then, seem to be any better OT basis for introducing a mention at this point of Jehoniah's kin than there was for his brothers. Nothing has been gained by moving from literal to non-literal brothers. Given the unsatisfying outcome of the search for non-literal brothers, and the use of the identical phrase "and his brothers" in Matt 1:2, where the "brothers" are quite literal brothers, it would seem best to proceed at this point on the basis of a puzzle about unexplained literal brothers.

Except for renderings of names, the LXX does not alter significantly the picture that we have built up. The confusing state of affairs in which "Jechoniah," "Jehoiachin," "Coniah" are all used of Jechoniah is simplified by the elimination of "Jehoiachin" and "Coniah," but a different point of potential confusion is added by the use of Ιωκαίμ. at times for both Jehoiachin (4 Kgdms 24:6, 8, 12, 15; 25:27; Jer 52:31) and Jehoiakim ("Jehoiachin" becomes either "Jechoniah" or a second "Jehoiakim"). The name changes here may account for Matthew's preference for Jechoniah over Jehoiachin or Coniah, but do not in any straightforward way account for Matthew's wording.

The Matthean text seems, then, to have difficulties on three fronts: Jechoniah is not a son of Josiah; he has no brothers; and the timing of his reign seems to be inaccurately perceived. Despite the possibilities for confusion that this rather complex situation opens up, it is hard to see how the person responsible for the careful work in the genealogy could write "Josiah begat Jechoniah and his brothers."

It has to be admitted that at least one text has become confused in relation to all this: the B text of 1 Esdr 1:32 (ET v. 34) puts a Jechoniah in the place of Shallum as the one of the sons of Josiah who first succeeded him to the throne (in v. 41 a second Jehoiakim is named as son of Jehoiakim, as in the LXX above). This confusion in 1 Esdr 1:32 seems to be exactly what we have in Matt 1:11, but I find

9. Salathiel could be considered, but both because he comes up for specific mention in Matt 1:12 and because the Matthean text makes such a sharp divide between the time in which the deportation occurred and the period of exile which followed this seems unlikely.

10. At 2 Chr 36:8, 9 "Jehoiachin" becomes "Jechoniah" and in Jer 22:24, 28 "Coniah" becomes "Jechoniah."

11. Aberrantly, the A text of Jer 22:24 has the inversion "Jehoiakim son of Jechoniah."

12. The other texts have "Jehoahaz" (= Shallum).
myself reluctant to use it in explanation of the Matthean text precisely because there is no clear anchor for the error in either the distinctive LXX usage or in the general complexity of the OT picture, such as would encourage us to believe that this was a repeatable error. The influence could even be, in the copying tradition, from the Matthean text to the text of 1 Esdras.

The best of the solutions on offer in the literature seem to be those which involve textual emendation (unfortunately without any text-critical support). A. Vögtle argues for an original with "Josiah begat Jehoiakim and his brothers." This leaves a gap between "Josiah begat Jehoiakim" and "Jechoniah begat Shealtiel" in v. 12. Such a gap was forced, Vögtle suggests, by the nature of the time expressions used to mark off the exile as a significant turning point in vv. 11 and 12. The time of the Exile is best thought of as beginning during the reign of Jehoiakim: Nebuchadnezzar the king of Babylon arrives on the scene; Jehoiakim, at first, switches allegiance from Pharaoh Neco to Nebuchadnezzar, but then rebels, and this is the beginning of the end (see 2 Kgs 23:34-24:4). Matthew's putative original marks this well, but it leaves no place for "Jehoiakim begat Jechoniah" to be fitted. The alert reader is left to fill the gap. But a scribe, alert in another way, filled the gap by altering "Jehoiakim" to "Jechoniah." He could support his move by recalling that the LXX frequently represents "Jehoiachin" = "Jechoniah" as "Jehoiakim." Vögtle's view has two points of vulnerability. The first is obviously the lack of any trace in the textual transmission of the scribal activity postulated. The second lies in the claim that an exile period beginning in the

13. Only a reading of 1 Chr 3:16 and/or 2 Chr 36:10 making Zedekiah a brother of Jechoniah could contribute to identifying Jechoniah as a son of Josiah, but the former would, on this reading, make it clear that both Jechoniah and Zedekiah are sons of Jehoiakim, while the latter makes it quite clear that the "brother" of Zedekiah immediately preceeded him on the throne (as the second Jehoiakim—and not the Jechoniah of 1 Esdr 1:32 [ET v. 34]—does in v. 24 [ET v. 43]). The A text of Jer 22:24 (see n. 11 above) is not a credible source, since its information would have needed to be supplemented by that of other OT texts, which would immediately alert the author to its idiosyncrasy.

14. A. Vögtle, "Josias zeugte den Jechonias und seine Brüder' (Mt 1,11)," 307-13 and idem, "Die Genealogie Mt 1,2-16 und die matthäische Kindheitsgeschichte," 57-102, here 95-99. He is building upon earlier views. J. Masson, Jésus Fils de David, 42-55, offers a more complex variant which involves a Semitic original, and several stages of development: (1) an original with "Josiah begat Jehoiakim (and his brothers). Jehoiakim begat Jechoniah at the time of the Babylonian exile"; (2) translation into Greek involved putting "Jehoiakim" for "Jechoniah"; (3) the odd looking "Jehoiakim begat Jehoiakim" was dropped; finally (4) "Jechoniah" replaces "Jehoiakim." The view is burdened by its own unwarranted complexity.

15. It is of course just possible that the scribe was aware of the B reading of 1 Esdr 1:32.
reign of Jehoiakim explains the failure to include "Jehoiakim begat Jechoniah." It does not! Jechoniah was born well before Nebuchadnezzar appeared on the scene. And while it may be true enough that the reign of Jehoiakim marks the beginning of the end, there is a considerable artificiality in using Jehoiakim to mark the end of Davidic kingship.

What is clear is that the genealogy—if it is to keep to the fourteen generations called for in v. 17—cannot afford to have an extra generation marked here (so no room for a distinction between the generation of Shallum and that of Jehoiachim). In some sense the genealogy must mark the end of Davidic kingship with "Josiah begat Jechoniah and his brothers." But is there a better way of incorporating this strength of Vögtle's view? The (near) identity of two kings' names provides (part of ) the basis in v. 8 for dropping out three names from the list of kings. Could we have something similar here? The genealogist needs to evoke in this statement the end of the Davidic kingship, with the collapse of the nation and exile. It is clear that this does all happen in a single generation, since, although a grandson of Josiah—Jechoniah—reigns for three months, it is one of Josiah's own sons—Zedekiah—who is the final king to reign over Judah. At the same time it is Jechoniah who clearly, in 2 Kgs 25:27-30, has some ongoing importance for the Davidic line. How can all this be evoked? We recall that in LXX usage the grandson of Josiah is called either "Jechoniah" or "Jehoiakim," using the same name as his father. What about using a statement that creates a deliberate confusion between father and son? "Josiah begat Jehoiakim and his brothers" would not achieve this, since it would naturally be taken as a straightforward reference to the father. What about, then, using the other name of the son? "Josiah begat Jechoniah and his brothers" is patently not true: Jechoniah is grandson, not son and he does not seem to have had any brothers. The alert reader is set to ponder and recalls that this Jechoniah is also known as Jehoiakim, and that this other name is a name which he shares with his father. "Josiah begat Jechoniah and his brothers" is a statement that clearly reaches the genealogist's goal here in Jechoniah, while at the same time insisting that the Babylonian exile came just one generation beyond Josiah. In the statement "Jechoniah" is first and foremost himself, but secondarily a cipher for the father with whom he shares a name. The genealogist has contained his account of the period from David to the Exile within fourteen generations and has provided us with a rich

16. See 2 Kgs 23:36; cf. 24:8. Jechoniah (= Jehoiachim) was born seven years before Jehoiakim came to the throne, i.e., still in the reign of Josiah.
texture of allusion to the salvation history of which his genealogy is a brief summary.

We began with a list of the techniques used by Matthew to direct the reader's engagement with the genealogy of Jesus' ancestors back to Abraham. The article has offered a case for adding a further item to the list. This further item takes the form of manipulation of the actual genealogical material, in the one case by the omission of three generations of kings of Judah, in the other case by a deliberate confusing of Jehoiakim and Jechoniah. By careful manipulation of the traditions available to him Matthew is able to use these aberrations not only to achieve his fourteen generation schema but also to evoke significant elements in the history of the period covered by his genealogy. The absence of the three kings is pregnant with significance: their share in the curse on Ahab has eliminated them from sight in this revisionist rendering. The impossible combination of "Jechoniah" with "and his brothers" allows the phrase to evoke significant features of the period of the Babylonian conquest and to span the final two generations of the Judean monarchy.